ANCTM
Integration is about uniting individuals (people,
companies, countries) into a larger group that is
focused on a shared objective.
That’s what happens when companies integrate
their supply chains: they form connections with
their suppliers that enable them to work together
more efficiently. Each member of the group benefits
by receiving information that is more accurate and
is delivered more quickly.

Making the Connection
The source of some of these benefits and the “glue”
that holds the connections together, is a ValueAdded Network (“VAN”), such as our ANCTM
software.
ANCTM is

an affordable communication transmission
service that can transfer data from anywhere, to
anywhere. It operates almost like a package
delivery service: it routes messages to the
appropriate applications, tracks them while they are
enroute, and acknowledges once they have arrived.
It also transfers them securely, to ensure that the
content of your messages is protected.

ANCTM Features & Benefits
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cloud-based implementation
Private network
Monitored 24 x 7
Scalable to fit any enterprise
Supports all common file types,
including flat file, .csv, XML, and
fixed format
Fast, secure, and accurate data
transfer
Ability to exchange messages
with outside networks
Fully integrated with any ETL
software or translator, including
SimplicITTM ETL
No software to install or
maintain
Constant monitoring ensures
maximum availability
Able to rapidly scale as traffic
grows

Implemented in the Cloud
The software is implemented as a cloud-based
service, so there is no software that needs to be
installed or maintained. This also allows us to
leverage the capabilities and expertise of our
network support staff. Our team monitors the
network on a 24 x 7 basis. Our support team are
experts at isolating and correcting issues. The
software is scalable to meet the needs of any
business: as network traffic grows, our support
team can easily spin up additional servers to
accommodate the load.
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Private Membership
ANCTM is what’s known as a “private network,”
which means that the only members are our
customers and their trading partners. This provides
two major benefits. The first is that it enhances
security by limiting the number of users on the
network. The second is that limiting the number of
users also helps to limit network traffic, which keeps
costs lower and helps speed throughput.
Just because the network is private doesn’t mean
that the applications on it cannot exchange data
with applications on other networks. ANCTM can
route files to and receive files from other networks.
It can also manage any type of file, including flat
file, .csv, XML and fixed format.

Integrating the Pieces
ANCTM is integrated with any ETL software or any
translator, which includes our SimplicITTM ETL.
Customers who have purchased SimplicITTM ETL
have the option of leveraging this integration for
quick and accurate network transfers. Implemented
together, the solutions combine seamless data
integration with fast and accurate data transfer,
allowing you and your partners to realize the
benefits of being totally Acclimated.

About Acclimate
Acclimate specializes in helping
companies get integrated, get
automated and get empowered.
Our SimplicITTM ETL Electronic “Data
Interchange (EDI) software and ANCTM
Value-Added Network platform
combine rules-based integrations with
fast and reliable data transfer to
provide seamless communication
across your value-chain.
Our Process Automation and Custom
Development services eliminate
bottlenecks and redundancies in your
processes, capture the data needed to
effectively manage them, and deliver
automated solutions optimized for
throughput and quality.
Our Empowerment solutions transform
your data into actionable information
that enables you to manage your
processes effectively and empowers
your employees to make real-time
decisions.
If you would like to know more, contact
us at (937) 684-9004 or visit our
website at www.acclimate.com. We
welcome the opportunity to help you
get Acclimated.
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